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Name: Date: __/__/20__

People enjoyed ________________ to hear the nasty things she said
about their friends.
1.

(go)
going

Where again the very looking upon the thing pictured ________________
the name of the thing, will tell him how the title of the picture is to be read.
2.

(suggest)

suggesting

He kept on ________________ daily messengers with more threats.3.
(send)

sending

If he'd set to, there was nothing to prevent him ________________ to be a
general.
4.

(rise)
rising

He did not utter a word, for he was always exceedingly careful to avoid
________________ himself.
5.

(commit)committing

I may take a journey or two about the island within the next few weeks,
upon business, and probably he would enjoy ________________ with me.
6.

(go)
going

The girl seems a nice girl with no nonsense about her, and won't mind
________________ up there.
7.

(sleep)sleeping

The gardener knew full well how much depended on his silence; Philippus
tacitly agreed to the old man's arrangement, but for the present he avoided
________________ the matter with the women.

8.

(discuss)discussing

She had told him that she had business that would prevent her
________________ him during the next day, at which he expressed extreme
regret, and they retired to their separate apartments for the night.

9.

(see)
seeing

If our care in managing experiments is such that we cannot avoid
________________ rich, we will accept the result.
10.

(get)getting

Seldom or never do we find these inventions appreciated
________________ to their merits.
11.

(accord)according
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Great changes in surroundings involve great changes in the wants of
animals, and these changes in their wants involve ________________
changes in their actions.

12.

(correspond)
corresponding

I meant to enjoy ________________ the cook taken down without any
interruption.
13.

(see)
seeing

If you were capable of understanding my taste, I wouldn't mind
________________ you to alter your drawing-room.
14.

(help)helping

He kept on ________________, and I couldn't make out what he was
driving at.
15.

(talk)
talking

Only one of us must risk ________________ the gas tube any nearer the
enemy.
16.

(take)
taking

He hasn't a word to say to a dog, and he avoids ________________ at
you.
17.

(look)
looking

But the time came when he could not keep on ________________ as fast
and as long as formerly.
18.

(go)
going

I am convinced that he ought to marry; and if he ever does, I am sure that
he will give up ________________ stories.
19.

(write)writing

If you happen to have anything on your mind, it is impossible-or practically
impossible-to avoid ________________ about it.
20.

(think)thinking
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